
 

NSS UNIT 

BLOOD DONATION CAMP REPORT 

Activity:-Blood donation, blood, blood group check-up 

Date: 09/01/2021                                                           Guest:-1) Dr.Rajdhar singh Rajput 

Time: 10.00 am                                                                         2) Dr.Pranali Deshmukh 

                                                                                                    3) Dr. Rajashri Patil 

Venue: Bapumiya Sirajoddin Patel ACS College Pimpalgaon Kale. 

 

 Objective: 

1. To encourage people to donate blood for the sake of mankind. 

 2. To build wider public awareness absolute the need of blood donation yearly, in order to 

maintain adequate supplies and achieve a national self-sufficiency of blood. 

3. To encourage young people to become new donors as well. 

Highlights: 

Blood donation camp was organized by NSS Unit on 09/01/2021 to mark the death anniversary of 

Hajjan Jaitunbi Bapumiya Patel. In this, about 21 person donated blood in camp. Blood donation 

is one of the most significant contribution that a person can make towards the society as it is not 

harmful to the adult person to donate the blood .The body of the donor person regenerate the blood 

it poses no threat to the metabolism of body. The program was chaired by Ex. Senior Physician 

Pimpalgaon Kale Dr.Rajdhar singh Rajput, was the chief guest for the health camp. They enlighten 

on life of Hajjan Jaitunbi Bapumiya Patel. Dr.Rajashri Patil appreciate the institute and all institute 

staff. Dr.Pranali Deshmukh, ,Smt.Komal Shinde,Ku.Medha Mahode nurse they worked hard to 

success the program .The introductory speech delivered  by Dr.I.A Raja, Principal B.S Patel ACS 

college, Pimpalgaon Kale, similarly dignitaries who selflessly served the patient of the area were 

honored with social worker awards. Also in health camp from civil hospital Khamgaon .Dr. 

Chhagad and his team present . On the dais President of society Adv.Salim Patel, Joint Secretory 

Rabbani Deshmukh, Tadavi Sir Head Master High School, shri.M.B.Ingle Principal, D.K Patil 

(Head Master High school,Vadgaon), Trupti Bhopale (Convent Head Master), Nilesh Bhopale, 

Akshay Parate, and all Teaching & non-teaching staff of College were present and in the last 

Shri.Mukund Ingle, Principal, Junior college B. S. Patel ACS College Pimpalgaon Kale gave vote 

of thanks.  
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Outcome:  

1. ANTI-CANCER BENEFITS 

Blood donation helps in lowering the risk of cancer. By donating blood the iron storage in the body 

is maintained at healthy levels. A reduction in the iron level in the body is linked with low cancer 

risk. 

 2. Donating blood can help people with many health condition, such as those who; 

Have internal or external bleeding due to an injury. 

Have sickle cell disease or another illness that affect the blood area undergoing cancer treatment. 

3. Donor get certificate this will be helpful in emergency donation of blood in family. 

4. Blood donation not only makes the receiver’s life good but also helps the donor to maintain 

good health. 

 

 



 

NSS UNIT 

Name of activity: - Cleanliness drive in college campus 

Date: - 20/10/2020                                                                 Participants:-All Staff 

Time –   12.30Pm 

Venue:-College Campus 

 

Objective:- 

1. To create awareness among the students regarding cleanliness and its benefits. 

2. To create an environment of cleanliness in and around the college. 

3. To segregate the waste and ensure proper disposal of the same by placing dustbins in 

college. 

4.  To aware about harmful effects of keeping surroundings unclean. 

 

Program Highlight:- 

N.S.S unit, Bapumiya Sirajoddin Patel Arts, Commerce and Science College, Pimpalgaon 

Kale organized cleanliness drive in college campus on Tuesday dated (20/10/2020) .Staff of 

college took the initiative to clean  particular area near college canteen. 

All the staff members were actively participated in this drive. The staff were enthusiastic and 

determined to not just clean the area but also pledged to keep it clean and spread the message of 

cleanliness among others. The Staff also cleaned the area near the main gate of the college. The 

staff removed the garbage and explained the importance of cleanliness to the children. 
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Outcome:- 

1. The wafers bags were picked up by the staff and a message of cleanliness was spread. 

2. All the garbage and dirt was removed and the area was given a new look. 

3. This was done in order to promote cleanliness among staff. 

 

 

 



 

 

NSS UNIT 

Activity:-Relief rally for Kokan and Western Maharashtra Flood Victim Families. 

Date: 06/08/2021                                                           Participants: - college staff 

Time: 2.00 pm   

 

Objective:  

1. To support those people who are living with survival necessities, which would help them to 

overcome in this difficult phase. 

2. To alleviate family’s burden due to flood. 

3. To aid victim from the risk of being homeless are assisted with financial assistance to restore 

their lives, reconstruct their damaged home and provide temporary shelter. 

 

 

Highlights: The flood relief rally was held by National Service Scheme (NSS) unit of Bapumiya 

Sirajoddin Patel Arts, Commerce and Science College, Pimpalgaon Kale on Friday dated 

06/08/2021, at weekly market Pimpalgaon Kale and weekly market Asalgaon .In this rally college 

staff was involved in money collection for flood victim families of Kokan & western 

Maharashtra.All the staff members of college were took effort for collection and collect money 

successfully.      
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Outcome:- 

1. Students create awareness about vaccination among peoples. 

2. Students told importance and benefits of vaccination. 

 

 

                                                                                       



NSS UNIT 

Name of activity: - Participation of NSS volunteers in Corona Vaccination conducted by 

Primary Health Center Pimpalgaon Kale 

 

Date: - 27/07/2021                                            Participants: - NSS Volunteers 

    

Venue:- Primary Health Center Government Hospital, Pimpalgaon Kale 

 

Objective:-  

1. To remain in constant touch with the community. 

2. To develop capacity to meet emergencies and natural disasters. 

3. To understand the community work Environment. 

4. To understand themselves in relation to their community. 

5. To identify the needs and problems of the community and involve them in problem solving 

process. 

 

Highlights:- 

NSS Unit of Bapumiya Sirajoddin Patel Arts, Commerce and Science College Pimpalgaon Kale 

participated in corona Vaccination conducted by Primary Health Center Pimpalgaon Kale in covid 

time 
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Outcome:- 

1. Students of NSS helped in Covid-19 vaccination. 

2. Students are trained at Covid-19 center at, Government Hospital Pimpalgaon 

Kale. 

3. Dr.Bhrati Sir Appreciated to students. 
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Activity: Tree Plantation on the occasion of birth anniversary of B. S. Patel Guruji. 

Date:  01/07/2021                     Time:  12:30 pm               Participant: All Faculty  

Venue: Bapumiya Sirajoddin Patel Educational campus Pimpalgaon Kale 

 

Program Highlights: 

On the occasion of birth anniversary of B. S. Patel Guruji dated on 1st July 2021. In 

collaboration with NSS Unit, department of Botany and Satpuda Nature Club organized tree 

plantation program. On this occasion the chief guest Mr. Vijayji Ambhore, Secretary of Satpuda 

Shikshan Va Gramin Vikas Sanstha. He said that, if the educational institute gives the better 

facilities to the rural student then percentage of higher education will be improved. Bapumiya 

Sirajoddin Patel Educational campus provides such facilities to the students which will be helpful 

to complete the dreams of rural students. On this occasion he also inaugurated Hajjan Jaitunbi 

Bapumiya Patel Residential Day College, which will be helpful to become doctor and engineer for 

the rural students. On this occasion tree plantation in college campus has been done by the golden 

hands of Mr. Vijayji Ambhore. 

Dr. Sidharth Meshram, Principal of Pundalik Baba College said that, due to the long vision 

of President Adv. Salim Patel the dreams of rural students to become doctor and engineer comes 

true. On this occasion Principal Ramdas Wanare, Ataullah Khan Pathan, Sayyad Arif, Director 

Qyyum Patel, Nirmalatai Ambhore, Parveen Deshmukh, Principal I. A. Raja and all the teaching 

and non-teaching staff were present. Dr. B. A. Sangle anchor the program and Mr. Mohammad 

Shoaib proposed the vote of thanks. 
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Tree plantation by the golden hands of Hon’ble Mr. Vijayji Ambhore 

 

 

 


